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Company: FMC Corporation

Location: Copenhagen

Category: life-physical-and-social-science

FMC Corporation is a global agricultural sciences company dedicated to helping growers

optimize crop performance sustainably. When addressing tomorrow’s challenges, we believe

the status quo is not an option. FMC is committed to developing powerful solutions that are

better for the planet than any that currently exists. Our innovative products integrate the

best of synthetic and biological crop protection, plant health and nutrition, as well as precision

agriculture technologies.

With our supportive culture and commitment to employee growth and development, you'll

have the opportunity to learn, grow, and advance your career. We will do ours to support

you to reach your full potential. With a positive mindset and a can-do attitude, we know

you'll be an inspiration to those around you, driving our team to achieve even greater heights.

About the job

As a Formulation Scientist at our European Innovation Center in Hørsholm, Denmark, you

will play a crucial role in researching formulation technologies for pheromone line of products.

You’ll collaborate with cross-functional teams, conduct experiments, and contribute to the

advancement of our portfolio. Your work will directly contribute to the green transition of

agrochemicals, promoting environmentally friendly solutions.

Responsibilities:

Research new formulation approaches and innovative new technologies for pheromones.

Design and execute experiments to develop robust formulations for various products, with a

special emphasis on pheromones.
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Collaborate with R&D teams to ensure successful product development.

Analyze data, interpret results, and provide recommendations for formulation improvements.

Stay updated on industry trends and emerging technologies related to formulations and

sustainable practices.

Contribute to patent applications and scientific publications.

Collaborate with Plant Health Formulation development and R&D teams to ensure successful

product development.

Qualifications  :

Master’s or Ph.D. in Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, or related field.

3-5 years’ experience with formulations chemistry from food chemistry, agrochemical,

pharmaceutical, chemistry or another relevant field.

Proven experience in formulation development (preferably in agrochemicals,

pharmaceuticals, or specialty chemicals).

Strong analytical skills and proficiency in relevant software/tools.

Proactive and strong problem-solving ability.

Able to work individually but also as part of a team in a highly dynamic environment.

Passion for innovation, sustainability, and contributing to a greener future.

Enjoy working in the lab and with 3rd parties.

Contact and application

If you want to know more about the job, please contact Anders Gabrielsson, Pheromone

Formulation Research & Chemistry Manager. Contact info: Tel: .

We strive to fill the position once we have found the right candidate. If that is you, please

submit your CV and motivation letter as soon as possible.

We are looking forward to hearing from you.

Apply Now
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